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Case Studies

See our solutions 
in action.

Companies and organizations around the world trust ESG Solutions to provide reliable, responsive service and accurate, decision-driving data through our advanced analytic packages. We have over 400 monitoring systems deployed worldwide and have processed over 5.2 million events since 2018.

Learn about our past work—and talk to us about how we can help you in the future.
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Uncover our energy work.





The Significance of Bedding Planes to Hydraulic Fracturing and Production
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.




Microseismic Monitoring of a CO2 Sequestration Project
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.




Higher confidence in event location accuracy provides better information on which to base cost-related decisions
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.




Analysis of Vertical Breakout in a Diatomite Steaming Operation in California
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.




Real-time Microseismic Monitoring for Nexen’s 143-Stage Multi-Well Horizontal Fracture Operation in the Horn River Basin
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.




Understanding Vertical Fracture Growth in the Marcellus Shale using Advanced Microseismic Methods
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.




Microseismic Monitoring of Northern Alberta Well Casing and Caprock Integrity During Cyclic Steam Stimulation
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.




Application of ESG’s Clustering Algorithm to Identify Faults and Fracture Networks that Influence Production
It is not unusual for treatment wells stimulated under similar injection conditions to exhibit different levels of production—often inversely related to the number of events/activated fractures generated during the injection program. This study looks into potential causes of unanticipated results and questions whether traditional concepts about vertical fractures (as they relate to hydraulic fracture stimulation) should be re-evaluated for unconventional shale reservoirs.








Dig into our mining and geotechnical work.





Latin American Mine Uses Microseismic to Mitigate Risks Related to Sublevel Caving




Microseismic Monitoring of a Liquid Petroleum Gas (LPG) Storage Site in South Korea




Microseismic Monitoring of Open Stoping Operations at the World’s Largest Gold Mine




Use of a variable velocity model improves accuracy of microseismic analysis for caving applications




Microseismic Monitoring of underground coal mining in Anhui Province, China




Rockburst Re-entry Protocol at Deep Underground  Nickel Mine in Sudbury, Ontario








Spark new ideas with our electromagnetic work.





Subsurface Electromagnetic Frac & Flowback Response to Natural and Induced Fracture Networks




Hydraulic Fracture Flowback Monitoring in the Permian Basin




STACK Fracture Mapping Diagnostic Tools




Using Fluid Tracking to Survive Fracturing Hazards in the Anadarko Basin




Electromagnetics Identify Effects of Geologic Controls During Zipper Frac Operations
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ESG Solutions empowers the energy, mining, and geotechnical industries by providing customized subsurface diagnostic solutions and actionable data that informs decision-making. Our North America locations include Calgary, Kingston, and Houston. We also operate in Colombia, Mexico, Peru, Chile, Europe, the Middle East, China, Indonesia, and Australia.
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